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Refreshing Hand 
Wash 200ml
This is one hand wash 
that you simply cannot do 
without! It contains Rooibos 
extract to protect your skin 
against free-radical damage 
and sandalwood to cleanse 
and moisturise the skin. It will 
leave your hands smelling 
fragrantly floral.

In-Shower Body Lotion 250ml
Use the Fresh Bouquet Shower Cream (page 4) to cleanse and 
then follow with In-Shower Body Lotion, bursting with Rooibos 
extract as well as moisturising glycerine and petroleum jelly. 
Your wet skin will quickly absorb the unique, water-activated 
formula, and leave you feeling refreshed and moisturised. 
After showering, pat your skin dry and get dressed. Ideal and 
convenient for busy summer days.

Moisturising 
Soap Bar –  
in a jar 125g
The creamy Rooibos-
enriched formulation 
of this soap bar is 
a wonderful, rich 
balance of cleansing 
and moisturising. It is 
packaged in a jar which 
makes it convenient 
and ideal for anybody 
who travels a lot, and 
especially families 
going on holiday.

Fill the life of somebody you care about with beauty and colour with 
Annique’s 2017 Gifting Range, ROOIBOS BOUQUET, a delightful array 
that celebrates the heritage of Rooibos combined with spring flowers 
to create a beautiful bouquet of gifts.

CARRY A ROOIBOS BOUQUET 
WITH YOU WHEREVER YOU GO… 

R119
Value: R139 
AA/01409/17

Precious 
Hand 
Cream

R99
Value: R119 
AA/01406/17

R59
Value: R69 

AA/01405/17

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017
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Pretty, Precious 
and Petite Hand 
Cream 30ml
Enriched with Rooibos 
extract, this trio of floral 
hand creams guarantee you 
hydrated and well-nourished 
hands. Available in a 
bouquet of floral variants: 
PRETTY, PRECIOUS and 
PETITE

Choose one, or better yet, 
choose all three. One for 
your dressing table, one for 
your bathroom vanity, and 
make sure you keep one in 
your handbag.

R39
EACH

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017

Prec ious 
AA/01403/17

Pretty 
AA/01407/17

Petite 
AA/01412/17
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Fresh Bouquet Shower 
Cream 400ml
Gently cleanse your skin while 
enjoying a refreshing shower. Fresh 
Bouquet Shower Cream is a creamy 
body wash that contains Rooibos 
extract, complemented by baobab 
and marula oils, which leave skin 
soft, supple and healthy. For the best 
shower experience, follow your shower 
with the In-Shower Body Lotion.

Blooming Spray-On 
Body Oil 200ml
Infused with Rooibos extract 
plus macadamia, almond and 
vitamin E oils, this intensely 
moisturising oil will leave 
your skin soft, nourished and 
cared for. Use after bathing or 
showering for blooming and 
radiant skin.

Cooling Foot Set  
2 X 100ml
An invigorating peppermint foot scrub 
and a soothing Rooibos foot balm, this 
foot set is exactly what your feet need this 
summer. Use the scrub to remove dry skin 
and then moisturise with the foot balm for 
summer-ready feet.

R129
Value: R149 
AA/01410/17

R149
Value: R169 
AA/01408/17

R159
Value: R189 
AA/01404/17

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017

AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2017

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017
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AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017 ONLY

Rooibos Bouquet 
Gift Bag
Don’t waste your time with 
Christmas wrapping paper. 
Use this elegant gift bag 
instead.

Rooibos Bouquet 
Toiletry Bag
This beautiful and spacious 
Rooibos Bouquet Toiletry 
bag is the perfect size for 
your summer holiday. Turn 
this bag into a wonderful 
gift set by purchasing a few 
of the matching Rooibos 
Bouquet products and put 
them in the toiletry bag. It’s 
easy to clean, just a quick 
wipe with a damp cloth will 
keep it looking new.

Rooibos Bouquet Handbag
Take advantage of this wonderful exclusive Beautè 
offer and purchase a spacious jade tote with front 
pocket and tassel detailing in front. Fully lined with a 
nylon zip and an internal pocket, make sure you have 
this stylish accessory on your shoulder whenever you 
leave the house.  

AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 2017 ONLY

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017

Length 
27.5cm
Height 
21cm
Width 
9cm

Length 28cm
Height 20cm
Width 8cm

VALUE 

R459
AI/19362/17

ONLY 

R19
NON-DISCOUNTABLE

AI/19386/17

VALUE 

R199
AI/19361/17

Length 
30cm
Height 
35cm
Width 
15cm
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BE THE GUY TO MAKE A STATEMENT!
That Guy! epitomizes self-confidence and style. This 
aromatic, woody fragrance offers fresh top notes of apple, 
orange, bergamot and neroli, followed by middle notes of 
patchouli and teak wood. Vanilla and 
musk form the base of this sexy, 
adventurous fragrance. That 
Guy! is for the bold, strong 
man. He is self-confident, 
contemporary and 
magnetically attractive. 
He is a contradiction, 
rough, strong yet 
sensitive. If your guy 
likes Dunhill Desire, 

That Guy!  
30ml EDT

ONLY 

R139
AF/50500/17

Enchanted offers 
spellbinding fruity top notes floating 
over luscious jasmine and lily, swirling 
with a dreamy whisper of spice. 
Bottom notes are reminiscent of 
impulsive tip-toeing through warm 
forests, and rich vanilla will magically 
enhance your irresistible uniqueness. 
The woman who wears Enchanted 
is impulsive, irresistible, daring and 
distinct. She captivates, charms, 
mesmerises and uplifts. If you love  
Gucci Rush,

BE IRRESISTIBLY 
ENCHANTING

Enchanted 30ml 
EDP
ONLY 

R159
AF/10900/17

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017

LIMITED 
EDITION

LIMITED 
EDITION
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Delight Indulgence  
Body Lotion 150ml 
provides a featherlight 
experience in body care and 
is a most excellent addition 
to your fragrance range. 
Enjoy the exotic 
pleasures of our 
Delight fragrance 
in this beautiful 
moisturising lotion 
with enriching 
macadamia nut 
and softening almond 
oil, combined with soothing 
Annique Rooibos extract and 
coconut oil for a beautiful, fragrant 
body experience. For the daring, charming, 
mesmerising and irresistible woman, 
Delight Indulgence Body Lotion is a must 
have and will appeal to those who love 
Estée Lauder’s Pleasures.

We briefly talked about fragrance layering 
in the July Replique. Here are a few tips to 
make the most of your body lotion:
1. For the greatest scent benefit, stay within 

the fragrance family.
2. Start your layering straight after your 

shower for lasting effect.
3. Familiarise yourself with the notes in your 

fragrance. When either your fragrance or 
lotion runs out, you will know which other 
scent to pair it with.

4. A moisturised skin is key. It will make your 
layering last longer.

DELIGHT 
IN LIFE

AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2017

R129
AA/01210/09

R59
AF/10006/16

Delight Luxury Perfumed 
Hand Cream 50ml
A nourishing and moisturising hand 
cream with a light fragrance. Quick 
and easy absorption for multiple use 
throughout the day. If Delight is your 
fragrance for the day, make sure you 
have the Luxury Perfumed Hand Cream 
on your hands and in your handbag.

[LIMITED  

EDITION]

[LIMITED  
EDITION]
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Daisy Lipstick
This luxurious, rich, elegant lipstick is colour intense 
and can be worn day or night. It is enriched with 
Moisture+ Complex, Green Rooibos extract, and 
vitamin E to soften, soothe, comfort your lips and 
provide long-lasting moisturisation.

Nail Enamels
Eyes are done to perfection, lips are on point, 
now for the nails. Get intense colour, an 
incredible shine and a flawless finish with two 
new Colour Caress nail enamels. They have a 
strong colour pay-off, are easy to apply, quick 
drying, and long lasting.

TRANSFORM
YOURSELF
INTO A
FLORAL
FIESTA!
You’ve stocked up on the gorgeous 
Rooibos Bouquet gifting range, now 
you get to celebrate summer with a 
simply striking look to go with it,  
Floral Fiesta! This limited edition, 
trendy, beautiful, fresh look is a must 
have this season, and is suitable for all 
skin-tones. 

R179
AG/12741/17

R89
AG/13007/17

R89
AG/13013/17

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017

DELICATE NAIL  
ENAMEL 

BLOSSOM  NAIL 
ENAMEL

Frosted Rose Duo Eye Shadow
Frosted Rose contains a light pink shimmer eye 
shadow and taupe accent shade to contour the eye 
for a soft and mesmerising look. Frosted Rose Duo 
Eye Shadow is a modern summer look that will 
ensure you stay on trend and the centre of attention. 
Enriched with vitamin E and grape seed oil to nourish 
and protect, and Green Rooibos, which is rich in 
antioxidants, it’s the perfect eye shadow for people 
with sensitive skin.

R159
AG/13805/17

NEW
COLOUR

CARINE ROUS Annique Brand Ambassador
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• Makes an excellent 
gift for any occasion.

• The Hand and Nail 
Treatment is small 
enough to fit into 
any handbag without 
taking up too much 
space.

• Keep hands young,  
it’s one of the first 
areas that give away 
your age.

We give gifts for a number of reasons, the most obvious 
birthdays and Christmas. But we also do it to show 
appreciation and gratitude to the people in our lives. Do 
you know anybody who fits any of these descriptors? We 
think it’s time to give them a little something special as a 
token of the difference they’ve made in your life. 

Galore!

Rooibos Miracle Tissue Oil is a specialist skincare product that helps 
improve the appearance of scars, stretchmarks, and uneven skin-tone. Its 
advanced formulation contains Rooibos-infused oil, which makes it highly 
effective for numerous skin concerns, including ageing and dehydrated skin.

The formulation also contains nourishing sweet almond oil, and rosehip, 
vitamin E and baobab oil to help improve elasticity.

APPLICATION: 
Apply Miracle Tissue Oil 

generously to scars, stretchmarks, 
wrinkles and dry skin as often as 
possible. Apply moisturiser after 

application if skin is prone to 
excessive dryness.

The Miracle Tissue Oil Hand and 
Nail Treatment is a light, non-greasy 
hand cream that absorbs quickly. It 
is formulated with Annique Rooibos 
and cocoa butter to help soothe and 
moisturise your hands. 

Rooibos-infused oil helps to improve the 
appearance of scars and uneven skin-tone, 
while the unique combination of nourishing 
plant oils such as sweet almond oil 
combined with Rooibos oil makes it a  
highly effective hand and nail treatment.

AVAILABLE SOON

VALUE 

R428
AA/00236/17

UNIQUE SELLING POINTS

Give them the Miracle Tissue Oil Gift Set
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GET TRIGGER-
HAPPY  

WITH THE NEW 

SUN SAFETY  
TRIGGER SPRAY!

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017

We put a lot of emphasis on taking care of your skin, and that means 
including a proper SPF in your entire family’s skincare regime. Sun 

damage can cause the kind of damage that is difficult and sometimes 
impossible to repair, which makes the statement ‘prevention is better than 

cure’ a truth we should all take to heart. Damage includes wrinkles, age spots, 
pigmentation and, most alarmingly, skin cancer. Don’t allow yourself and your 

family to leave the house without your Annique sun protection this summer.

About Sun Safety 
Trigger Spray:
It is a water-resistant sun-
protection spray suitable 
for the whole family. It isn’t 
sticky and is quick and easy 
to apply to any area of the 
body like the scalp, hands 
and face. It’s convenient 
and the perfect applicator 
for parents with busy 
children.

Applying Annique’s Sun Safety is 
now easier than ever before.
A sunscreen that provides protection against 
both UVA and UVB rays of the sun, it contains 
Green Rooibos Extract for its antioxidant 
properties and DN-Age to neutralise free 
radicals and protect cells from DNA damage 
caused by the sun. Moreover, Sun Safety Trigger 
Spray is moisturising and revitalising with anti-
inflammatory properties, which makes it effective 
in soothing sunburn. 

Added benefits of the 
trigger pump spray
1 Includes a locking feature to 

prevent accidental dispensing.

2 Eliminates the need for a 
separate cap. 

3 Gives you a controllable spray 
pattern for less messy application.

4 Comes with a convenient handle 
- by pulling the handle, you can 
pump effortlessly and effectively.

5 Value added and family size.

Application
• Spray Annique Sun Safety Trigger Spray 

on any area like the scalp, hands and 
face 30 minutes before sun exposure to 
allow the ingredients to fully bind to the 
skin.

• Reapply the same amount every two 
hours and immediately after swimming, 
towelling off, or profuse sweating.

• Avoid direct sun between 10:00 and 
16:00, wear a hat, and apply sunblock 
every day, all year round, even in winter 
and especially when it is overcast. 

• Ensure good ventilation when applying.
• Remember to close the lock after use.

Upsize Sun Safety 
Trigger Spray  
SPF 30 250ml

R299 
Value: R478
AA/00520/17

Key  
Ingredients:  

• Vitamin E

• Green Rooibos  
Extract

[LIMITED  
EDITION]
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GET TRIGGER-
HAPPY  

WITH THE NEW 

SUN SAFETY  
TRIGGER SPRAY!

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017

Pina Colada 
Lifestyle Shake 
500g

R399
AE/09150/17

In the August Replique we focused in-depth on how to host 

a Slimming Club. We even gave you a brand new product, 

OptiCLA, to help motivate you and the members of your club. 

But we decided to do one better. Get your orders in for the  

fab new limited edition Lifestyle Shake, Pina Colada!

Get in the Maldives 
frame of mind. Make  

yourself a Pina Colada 
Lifestyle Shake, open your 

dashboard and start planning 
activities, like Slimming Clubs 
and Pamper Parties, to help 

you reach the targets that will 
lead your feet to the warm 
waters of Club Med Kani  

in the Maldives.

NEW

A summertime favourite, Pina Colada is made by blending coconut and 

pineapple juices with rum. While our Shake does not contain rum, it tastes just 

like the drink and can be used in ice cream, beverages and for desserts. 

Boost your health and vitality and 
improve your shape with the Annique 
vitamin and mineral supplement 
Lifestyle Shake, suitable for all ages. 
The whole family will enjoy drinking 
this tasty Shake, and it contains all the 
essential vitamins and minerals your 
body needs daily.

Send Home Office your best Lifestyle 
Shake recipes and stand a chance to win 
an Upsize Chocolate Lifestyle Shake and 
a Pina Colada Lifestyle Shake 500g! Your 
recipe can be anything from a hot or cold 
drink with a twist, an afternoon snack, or 
a decadent dessert. The possibilities are 
endless!

1. All recipes must be submitted by  
Friday, 29 September 2017 by no later 
than 15:00.

2. Entries must be sent via email to 
suggestions@annique.com.

3. There will be a total of five winners.

4. The winning entry will be decided by the 
Annique Executive Committee and the 
decision will be final.

5. By submitting your recipe, you confirm 
that the recipe is your own original, 
and you give Annique the right to use 
the recipes in publications and to share 
with Annique Consultants, clients and 
customers.

6. Winners will be announced on 20 
October 2017 in the Weekly Round-Up.

Contains 
antioxidants

Helps 
manage 
stress

Assists with 
calcium 

absorption

Increases 
metabolism

Reduces 
PMS 

symptoms

[LIMITED  
EDITION]
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TO THE RESCUE!

GOGGAS,  
BE GONE!

Isn’t it incredible how insects, so 
small and easy to squish, can cause such 

a great amount of irritation and annoyance? 
The good news is you don’t have to suffer 

unnecessarily.  to the rescue!

Resque Insect 
Repellent is a specially formulated 
spray enriched with Aloe Ferox, 
indigenous to South Africa and 
rich in glycoproteins, which 
contains antiviral, antifungal, anti-
inflammatory and antibacterial 
properties to help relieve pain, 
discomfort, itching and irritation 
caused by insect bites.

It is infused with basil, tea tree, neem, lemongrass and 
lemon eucalyptus oils, a unique blend of highly effective 
pure essential oils offering natural repellent properties 
for insects. This repellent also contains Rooibos extract, 
an extremely powerful natural antioxidant to help 
soothe, hydrate and nourish the skin. 

Resque Insect  
Repellent 100ml 

R129
Value: R149
AA/01194/17

ADDED BENEFITS:
• 100% natural and effective insect repellent 

(DEET-FREE)
• No added chemicals - suited to those with 

sensitive skin, including children from the 
age of two years

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017

Suitable  
for the 
whole 
family.

[LIMITED  
EDITION]
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Resque Repair Foot Balm 
is a deep-moisturising 
and soothing formula that 
will condition and soften 
your feet. This creamy 
balm contains moisture-
retaining capabilities, thus 
repairing dry, cracked 
or flaky heels and feet, 
transforming them into 
soft, conditioned skin 
that is nourished and 
smooth. Enriched with 
extract of Rooibos and 
cooling peppermint oil to 
purify the skin, increase 
circulation, and refresh 
feet. Experience luxurious, 
moisturised, soft, silky 
smooth feet.  

SMOOTH 
BEAUTIFUL 

FEET

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017

Resque Repair  
Foot Balm 100ml 

R149
Value: R179
AA/01198/17

ADDED 
BENEFITS:
• Great for air travel to 

reduce swelling 
• Helps combat fungal feet 

infections
• Ideal for use after sports

Time to throw out the closed 
shoes you wear in summer to hide 
problem feet and heels. Resque 
Repair Foot Balm is here to make 
your feet strappy-sandal ready!

For the best 
results, add 
a generous 

amount to feet 
and wear socks 

to bed.

[LIMITED  
EDITION]
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FROM THE

How does the ABC Success Plan benefit new Consultants 
versus the old compensation plan? We asked a few Leaders 
for examples of new Consultants in their downlines who 
have been excelling on the new plan. 

Amanda Brugman 
has Glory 
Thobejane from 
Acornhoek, 
Mpumalanga in 
her team.

Glory joined Annique 
on 1 June and is 
already reaping the 
rewards of the new 
ABC Success Plan. The 
Fast Start’s targets and 
their incentives really 
inspired her to sell with 
vigour, and within her first 30 
days, she accumulated a PSP 
of 8 278. This achievement 
earns her more income on 
her Personal Sales, taking 
it up to a 30% level. She 
received a 15% rebate on 
her sales in July, and she 
is also being rewarded 
because of the Fast Start 
programme and will soon 
be receiving her first gift 
pack. Total income for FIRST 
month is R2 889 (R2 301 
CASH plus R588 Fast Start 
Gift Set). This is 41% more 
than the expected earnings 
on the previous MLM 
compensation plan.

Henriette van Coller has Petru 
Pienaar from Parkrand, Gauteng 
in her team.
Petro is a dynamic and friendly person who 
started a new gym as well as her Annique 
business in July. Within her first 40 days as 
an Annique Consultant, she qualified for all 
three the Fast Start rewards.

On the old compensation plan (MLM 
structure) she would have earned only 
2% extra for her fantastic sales in June, 
thus placing her sales on 27% additional 
income. But because of the new ABC 
Success Plan, she earned 33% on her 
Personal Sales in her first month with 
Annique!

The ABC Success Plan rewards the right 
behaviour from day one. As Petru’s 
sponsor, Henriette really looks forward 
to watching Petru go from strength to 
strength with her business.

Minki Rutherford has Bernadine Rose 
from Midrand, Gauteng in her team.
Bernadine is a good example of how the ABC 
Success Plan and early recruitment benefit new 
Consultants. She joined on 4 May 2017 after 
relocating from Cape Town, and wanted to meet 
new people and have something to do over 
weekends. Our recruitment meeting was at 13:00 
and, not knowing if she would be able to sell 
the products, she took a Beautè back to work. 
At 15:00 she phoned me with R1 800’s worth of 
orders! By attending the team meetings, she 
realised that recruitment is king.

Bernadine sold R9 654 in her first month, which 
gave her additional discount on her kit purchase 
and she received Fast Start 40 and 70-day 
rewards as well as TB1 after Recruiting Hayley 
Africa who also did  
R3 679 with her first order on 30 May 2017. 
Bernadine and Hayley already held their first 
WOW meeting in Cape Town!

G l o r y  T h o b e j a n e

Pe t r u  P i e n a a r

B e r n a d i n e  R o s e The ABC plan rewards 
new consultants for 
working with a plan. By 
mapping out a career 
path for each new 
Consultant they can 
visualise the earning 
potential, and already 
know exactly what to do 
to reach the next level, 
maximise their earnings 
from day 1 in their 
Annique Career. 

A S  A  N E W  C O N S U L T A N T

Bounty Compensation 
Success Plan
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The best way to know if something is working 
is to ask somebody already using it. We 
approached two of our Consultants to ask 
about their experience with the ABC Success 
Plan and how it has impacted their Annique 
businesses.

RONEL SADIE from Kuilsrivier, Western Cape

The ABC Success Plan definitely gave my business an 
extra boost. It’s a concept that works for everybody and all 
Consultants, big and small, benefit from it. The Monthly 
Personal Sales Sliding Scale shows what you can do. Gone 
are the days where you had to set a goal to sell R9 000 in order 
to earn on your Group Sales. EVERYBODY gets something 
back, and it is also motivating in the way that you can see the 
targets you have to reach to receive a higher payout. Each 
of my Consultants (and they are still new in the business) are 

excited when 
they receive 
their payouts in 
their bank accounts, no matter how small.

The ABC Success Plan training and information session in Cape 
Town from Annique Sales Manager Renette Josling was of great 
value and has made a great difference in our businesses. The 
Success Plan motivates Consultants to grow their businesses, 
works for everybody, and it doesn’t take years to reach those 
goals. The plan allows you to hit the ground running when you 
join, and I see it in my Consultants’ sales.

It is absolutely fantastic that you receive free products when you’ve 
just signed up to become a Consultant and reach your Fast Start 
goals. It is a great drawcard for new Recruits to join and means you 
receive extra compensation in the form of products when you sell. 

The ABC Success Plan helps me and my team so much. All 
the information we receive is presented beautifully and is easy 
to understand. What we receive from Home Office and our 
Sponsors can be sent to our customers and used on social media. 
Everything is done for you, all you have to do is share.

ELZANNE BENSLEY from Kuilsrivier, Western Cape

OF THE

Bounty Compensation 
Success Plan

MAKE A 
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South Africa prides itself on many things. Its rich history, some of the best nature 
scenery in the world, koeksisters like no other, our ability to braai the perfect 
piece of steak, and Rooibos.

Rooibos, its discovery and growth, has a story you won’t find anywhere else, and 
the woman we have to thank for its prominence in today’s market and the hearts 
of South Africans is none other than Dr Annique Theron herself. Her discovery 
of what Rooibos has to offer and her determination to explore its benefits have 
placed both Rooibos and the South African health and beauty market on the 
map, making this humble herb an essential part of South Africa’s heritage.

Annique Health and Beauty is proud of the role it has played over the years and 
continues to play. Let’s take a brief overview of all the benefits that Annique teas 
have to offer. 

Rooibos Tea 200g
Benefits:
 Rich in antioxidants and flavonoids, which limits 
the process of ageing and the declining of the 
immune system

 Relieves itchiness, eczema, nappy rash, 
sunburn and acne when applied to the skin

 Anti-spasmodic - relieves stomach cramps, 
nausea, vomiting, heartburn, stomach ulcers, 
constipation and colic in infants

 Promotes better skin
 Cancer-fighting properties

Ingredients: A special, unique blend of high-
quality Rooibos from different regions in the 
Cederberg Valley

Detox Tea 50g
 Improves circulation and removes toxins 
from organs

 Soothes a sore throat
 Assists with digestion, detox, nausea 
and motion sickness

 Treats ulcers
 Anti-inflammatory properties that could 
relieve symptoms of arthritis

 Fights off and alleviates symptoms of 
colds and flu

 Weightloss - increases metabolism and 
improves fat digestion

 An immune booster and antioxidant

Ingredients: Rooibos and Ginger Root

Bladder and Kidney Tea 50g
Helps to relieve the following:
 Water retention
 Hayfever
 Kidney ailments
 Nasal congestion
 Sinusitis
 Fever
 Regulates blood-sugar fluctuations

Ingredients: Rooibos and Mountain 
Buchu, indigenous to South Africa

Colon Cleanse Tea 50g
 Helps to bring natural, gentle 
relief from constipation

 Helps to ease irritable bowel 
syndrome (IBS)

 Assists in treating acne and 
intestinal parasites

 Use in conjunction with 
Detox, Green Rooibos and 
Metabolism Tea to assist in 
effective weightloss

Ingredients: Rooibos and 
Senna Leaf

24 SeptemberRooibos,
a piece of 
South Africa’s 
heritage in 
your kitchen 
cupboard
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Relax Tea 50g
 Helps relieve sleeping  
problems and insomnia

 Promotes relaxation
 Enhances immune system
 Improves energy levels
 Improves concentration levels
 Lowers stress levels

Ingredients: Rooibos and Wild 
Jasmine

Rooibos and Honeybush 
Tea 50g
 Helps in the healthy management 
of obesity, cholesterol and 
diabetes 

 Alleviates colds and allergies, 
asthma and chest congestion

 Relieves nausea and stomach pains 
 Relieves symptoms of women 
suffering from menopause or PMS

Ingredients: Rooibos and Honey-
bush, indigenous to South Africa

Stomach Tea 50g
 Helps relieve the following:
• Stomach ailments
• Cramps
• Indigestion

 Assists with indigestion
 Helps to soothe 
headaches and pain: 
bronchial infections, fever, 
colds, stomach disorders, 
worms in the intestines, 
infections and colic

 Helps to improve 
menstrual flow.

 Mint has antiseptic 
qualities

 Helps with digestion

Ingredients: Rooibos and 
Mint

Balance Tea 50g
 Helps to balance 
blood sugar

 Beneficial for people 
with Type 2 Diabetes

 Boosts cognitive 
function and memory

 For relief of arthritis 
pains with anti-
bacterial and anti-
fungal properties

 Helps to improve the 
digestion of fruit, 
milk and other dairy 
products

Ingredients: Rooibos 
and Cinnamon

Simply Rooibos  
Tea 50g
 Provides antioxidants, 
electrolytes and essential 
minerals 

 Organic
 It contains many health-
promoting elements 
including Aspalathin, a 
powerful antioxidant unique 
to the Rooibos plant

 It is 100% natural, contains 
no colourants, flavourants or 
preservatives

 Caffeine, sugar and gluten 
free

Ingredients: Organic Rooibos

Green Rooibos Tea 50g
 Helps to reduce inflammation and can be used to treat 
respiratory disorders

 Slows down the ageing process 
 Relieves stomach aches and pains, heartburn and 
indigestion

 Lowers cholesterol and stabilises blood sugar levels 

Ingredients: Unfermented Rooibos

Metabolism Tea 50g
 Helps to stimulate metabolism and may suppress appetite 
and the desire for sweet foods

 Helps to improve eyesight
 Helps to relax the intestines
 Helps to reduce bloating caused by digestive disorders
 Helps to treat hypertension

Ingredients: Rooibos and Fennel

Night Rest Tea 50g
 Helps relieve sleeping problems and insomnia
 Promotes a good night’s rest
 Anti-spasmodic and calming, anti-depressant effect
 Treats hysteria
 Uplifting and soothing in times of grief, trauma and 
depression

 Helps to relieve cramps, fever, headaches, migraine, 
toothache, spasms, asthma and indigestion

Ingredients: Rooibos and Melissa Leaves
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BABY

Gironky & Friends Shake & 
Colour Bath Sand 250g
Make bath time a magical and colourful 
experience for the kids, just shake the 
sand into the bath water and watch as it 
transforms the bath into a pool of sunshine. 
Shake & Colour Bath Sand contains 
Rooibos extract to soothe delicate skin.

R75
AA/01802/17

Gironky & Friends Kiddies 
Bubble Bath 500ml
Introduce your little ones to fun 
bath time with Gironky. This 
delightful bubble bath contains 
Rooibos extract, cranberry and 
vitamin E to soothe and cleanse 
their gentle skin.

R119
AA/01800/16

Baby 2-In-1 Gentle 
Cleansing Lotion 
200ml

R129
AD/06084/17

Annique’s new Baby 2-in-1 
Gentle Cleansing Lotion is an 
extra gentle, convenient and 
versatile wash that is ideal to use 
on baby’s delicate skin, hair and 
scalp. This new soothing, creamy 
formula helps to leave baby’s hair 
fluffy and soft, and gently cleanses 
the skin. 
Formulated with Rooibos extract 
for its anti-allergic properties, and its ability to soothe 
cradle cap and sensitive skin, the Annique Baby 2-in-1 
Gentle Cleansing Lotion is perfect for everyday use.

Benefits:
Annique’s Baby 2-in-1 Gentle Cleansing Lotion is:

 A non-drying formula that won’t irritate the skin 
or burn your baby’s eyes.

 Gentle yet effective for any sensitive scalp.

 Can be used as a shampoo, bubble bath or 
body wash. Great travel companion

 Relieves skin irritation and dryness.

 Can also be used on adults with sensitive skins 
as well as pets.

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017

As a mother you know you 

can never have enough baby 

products, and when your 

favourite baby range brings 

out new limited edition 

products, you had better 

make some space in your 

baby drawer, because it’s 

time to stock up!

NEW

NEW
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THE MARKETING DEPARTMENT
The Marketing Department, spearheaded by the fierce marketing 
expert, Adele du Toit, has recently grown, with Eliska Swanepoel, the 
Training Manager and Lara Malan and the Communications team 
moving from the Sales Department to the Marketing Department. 
This has streamlined the internal processes, and together with the 
Category Managers they are now working hard on new training and 
communication materials, including a very exciting video series, a new 
Annique Product Training Manual, and engaging social media content. 

One of the ground-breaking projects they are working on, together 
with the Sales Department, is the new Brand Champions project. 
An Annique Brand Champion will be a Consultant who trains other 
Consultants on Annique’s skincare and lifestyle products. There will be 
30 Brand Champions in total spread out across the Annique network 
which will enable us to reach, train and support as many Consultants  
as possible.

H O M E
OFFICE

Annique is known for its strong work ethic 
and moral values, with openness, honesty, 
integrity and transparency at the core of 
our daily mantra. No single day at the 
Annique Home Office is the same, with 
lots of exciting new developments taking 
place every day! Read more to find out 
what is happening in which departments 
as we work passionately to help you build 
your Independent Annique business.

The Sales Department is preparing for exponential growth.  
We are excited to announce that Alma van der Merwe, the 

Sales Administrator and Events Manager, has increased 
her daily portfolio. Alma now works closely with the IT 
Department to plan our rewarding sales competitions; 

and she is responsible for the planning of our prestigious 
events including the annual ATM and Première. She also 
does the planning for the Chairman’s Club and Annique 

Consultant Strategy Group.     
This has allowed Renette Josling, the Sales Manager, more 

time to work hands-on in the field, to focus on network 
growth; supporting our top leaders in their business plans 

and development. 

THE SALES DEPARTMENT

THE CRM 
DEPARTMENT

Estelle October has recently 
handed over the reins to the new 
CRM Supervisor, Zandria Steyn, 
as she moves on to her next 
adventure as she establishes 
a new Exports Department at 
Annique Home Office.  Zandria 
says her vision for the CRM 
department is to raise the 
service levels to the point of 
excellence, where they, as a 
team, are able to provide you, 
the Consultant, with exceptional 
support and tools, as they not 
only solve problems, but find 
permanent solutions in order to 
best assist you in growing your 
Annique business.

THE EXPORTS DEPARTMENT
Estelle October has recently moved from 
CRM to Exports, in order to build stronger 
relations with the existing export agents and 
create new relationships in order to grow 
Annique’s export client base. This will allow 
the world the opportunity to purchase the 
exceptional Annique products that we have 
become internationally renowned for. She is also 
working closely with the Marketing Department, 
using advanced technological systems in 
order to prepare our leading-edge products 
and packaging to ensure we comply with all 
international export regulations and standards. 
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1. Order your kit with your normal order from Saturday, 26 August 2017.
2. Kits are only available from 26 August 2017 to 15 September 2017.
3. The Jubilee Kit value is R2108, and you pay R999, earning 999 PQV which will assist you 

to reach your next Title level. You will also earn 100 PSP which will assist you to reach 
your next level on the Personal Sales Sliding Scale, allowing you to earn more Additional 
Discount. ADQ (Additional Discount Qualified) Sponsors will earn 100 PSP for every 
Jubilee Kit purchased on Team Building, Generation and Group in their downlines.

4. When you order your kit, remember to quote the kit code on your normal order form.
5. Only one kit per membership number is allowed.
6. Kits will only be despatched from Annique Home Office and the Namibia Depot.
7. Fax orders to 086 676 7218 or email orders to orders@annique.com.
8. All Namibian orders can be ordered from the Namibian Depot.
9. Available while stocks last.

Order using the Enterprise 
Portal, Excel Order Form via 
Email and Fax orders ONLY

Fax order to: 086 676 7218

Email order to:  
orders@annique.com

Code Description Launch Price Value

AF/10900/17         Enchanted EDP 30ml Gifting September R159

AF/50500/17         That Guy! EDT 30ml           Gifting September R139

AA/01409/17         Rooibos Bouquet In-Shower Body Lotion 250ml           Gifting September R119 R139

AA/01408/17         Rooibos Bouquet Blooming Spray-on Body Oil 200ml      Gifting September R149 R169

AA/00520/17         Upsize Sun Safety Trigger Spray SPF 30 250ml           Gifting September R299 R478

AI/19362/17         Rooibos Bouquet Handbag 2017                          Gifting September R249 R459

AA/01407/17         Rooibos Bouquet Pretty Hand Cream 30ml                Gifting September R39

AA/01412/17         Rooibos Bouquet Petite Hand Cream 30ml                Gifting September R39

AA/01403/17         Rooibos Bouquet Precious Hand Cream 30ml              Gifting September R39

AA/01198/17         Resque Repair Foot Balm 100ml                         Gifting September R149 R179

AA/01194/17         Resque Insect Repellent 100ml                         Gifting September R129 R149

AL/01562/17         Samples: Essense Brightening Treatment 3ml x3 September R45

AA/01802/17         Shake & Colour Bath Sand 250g                         Gifting September R75

VALUE R2 108

R
ul

es

JUBILEE
KIT

Generate interest and achieve fantastic sales in  
September, October, November and December

SURPRISE YOUR 
CUSTOMERS WITH 

A PREVIEW OF THE 
ROOIBOS BOUQUET 

RANGE WITH  
THIS AMAZING 

VALUE- 
FOR-MONEY  

OFFER!

VALUE OF KIT

R2 108
YOU PAY: R999

SAVE: R1109
(NON-DISCOUNTABLE)

KIT PQV = 999

KIT CODE: 

AI/19559/17

EARN 

 100
PERSONAL 

SALES 
POINTS 
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Angie, how did you become 
a part of the Annique Health 
and Beauty family?
I joined Annique in February 2017 and have 
never looked back. I was introduced to 
Annique’s products by Markoula Tsongas, 
who is a wonderful person. She went beyond 
the call of duty to train me in what I needed 
to know to make my Annique business a 
success. She helped me in any way she 
could. I want to take this business to the 
next level because it not only helps people 
with their wellbeing but also because if I put 
in the work, I earn an income I never had 
before joining Annique.

Please take us through the process 
of how you reached all three Fast 
Start targets, with R77 827 within  
90 days?
I reached the Fast Start targets because Markoula 
motivated and encouraged me to host a Pamper 
Party, which ended up being a great success because 
the number of attendees was large. It made a 
significant difference. Everybody who did not know 
about Annique was introduced to the wonderful 
products and all the benefits they provide. They 
bought products and now are regular clients who 
love the variety they have to choose from and the 
difference they make. I talk about Annique every day 
and promote the fantastic products that have helped 
all my friends, family and clients. I want to reach the 
top, be the best, and make a bundle of money.

Meet ’s

Super Star!

NEXT

Angie Pillay

NEW RECRUIT

from Lenasia, Gauteng

1

2

The first 90 days in your career as an Annique Consultant is your 
Fast Start period. At Annique, we know that the more products you 
use and have on hand to sample, the more your customers will buy. 
That is why we reward you, as a new Consultant, and your Sponsor 
with FREE product rewards or cash that can be used to add to the 
samples you use to demonstrate or to add to the products you sell, 
your choice.

New Consultant Angie Pillay shared with us why she decided to 
join Annique and how she reached the three Fast Start targets so 
exceptionally well.

The Fast Start Programme is available to all new Consultants and their 
Sponsors. Consultants can win product rewards, and Sponsors can win  
R1 200 cash. The Fast Start Programme runs every month. Please visit  
the Enterprise Portal and the previous Repliques for more information.
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Ernest du Toit, spokesperson for the SA Rooibos 
Council (SARC), says, “With more South Africans dying 
from heart disease and strokes than ever before, 
these studies underline the value of Rooibos as a 
widely available, affordable and uniquely South African 
product rich in dietary antioxidants, which promotes 
heart health. Rooibos, in combination with an overall 
healthy diet with fish, fruits and vegetables, and less 
processed foods, could significantly reduce the risk of 
heart disease,” says du Toit.

One thing Rooibos is rich in is antioxidants, and there is one 
in particular that we should pay attention to when it comes to 
heart health: Chrysoeriol. According to Japanese scientists, 
who have been doing extensive research for the past 20 years, 
it can prevent and treat vascular disease and is known for its 
antioxidant, cancer-fighting and anti-inflammatory properties. 

“Although chrysoeriol is not the most abundant antioxidant 
in Rooibos, we are now beginning to understand its other 
properties that may contribute to the overall health benefits of 
Rooibos,” Professor Jeanine Marnewick, specialist researcher 
at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology, said.

a long and happy life
Rooibos

Your heart

There are plenty of ways you can look after your health to ensure 
that you live long enough to see your grandchildren get married or 
to spend your retirement travelling the world. One that stands out 
as simple yet super effective is drinking Rooibos tea to ensure the 
health of your heart.

According to the World Health Organisation, Cardiovascular 
disease, aka heart disease, is the number one cause of death 
globally, and in 2015, an estimated 17.7 million people 
died from some form of cardiovascular disease. 

Annique’s 
OptiMega is  

formulated specifically 
for a healthy heart, 

brain and joints. One 
of its main benefits is 
that it helps manage 
cholesterol and heart 

disease.

The American Heart Health Association describes 
cholesterol as ‘a waxy substance. It’s not 
“bad”: your body needs it to build cells. 
But too much can be a problem.’ Cholesterol 
is created by the liver and also comes from the 
food you consume. It has a nasty habit of coating 
your arteries in the abovementioned waxy substance 
to such an extent that it limits the flow of blood to 
important organs like the heart and brain. This 
can cause heart attacks and strokes.

Manage your cholesterol 

Get to know Chrysoeriol
Rooibos and Heart Health
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Product sales

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

27 28
• September Replique 

and Beautè available 
to order.

• Links of September 
Replique and Beautè 
sent to field.

29
• Last day for EFT orders via fax/e-

mail for August sales figure and 
Campaign 2 (August) at 14:00 
midday

• (Note that if the EFT payment is 
received in our bank account in 
August it will count for the August 
sales figure.  If the payment is 
received in September it will count 
for the September sales figure.  
Please be aware that the payment 
may take up to three days to reflect).

• Last day for new registrations paid 
with EFT at 16:00.

30
• Last day for new registrations paid  

with CC at 16:00.

31
• Last day for CC orders via 

fax/e-mail for August sales 
figure and Campaign 2 
(August) at 14:00 midday.

• Can order till 14:00 midday 
on the Enterprise Portal 
for Campaign 2 (August). 
Will count for August sales 
figure.

• Can order till 23:59 
midnight on the Enterprise 
Portal for Campaign 2 
(August) will count for 
September Sales Figure.

1
• Campaign 3 (September) 

Opens.
• Enterprise Portal back online 

at 8:00 am.
• MLM figures available from 

09:00.

2

3 4 5
• Cut-off for EFT Refunds at 16:00.

6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19
• Cut-off for EFT Refunds at 16:00.

20 21 22
• October Replique and 

Beautè available to order.
• Cut-off for Credit Card 

Refunds at 13:00.

23

24
Home office closed

Heritage Day

25
Home office closed

Public Holiday

• Links of October 
Replique and Beautè 
sent to field.

26 27
Birthday 

Angelique du Toit
• Last day for EFT orders via fax/e-mail for 

September sales figure and Campaign 
3 (September) at 14:00 midday.

• (Note that if the EFT payment is received 
in our bank account in September it will 
count for the September sales figure.  
If the payment is received in October it 
will count for the October sales figure.  
Please be aware that the payment may 
take up to three days to reflect).

• Last day for new registrations paid with 
EFT at 16:00 .

28
• Last day for new 

registrations paid with CC 
at 16:00.

29
• Last day for CC orders via 

fax/e-mail for September 
sales figure and Campaign 
3 (September) at 14:00 
midday.

• Can order till 14:00 midday 
on the Enterprise Portal for 
Campaign 3 (September). 
Will count for September 
sales figure.

• Last day for CC refunds at 
13:00.

30

1
• Can order till 23:59 

midnight on the 
Enterprise Portal 
for Campaign 3 
(September) will count 
for October Sales Figure.

2
• Campaign 4 (October) 

Opens
• Enterprise Portal back 

online at 8:00 am.
• MLM figures available 

from 09:00

3 4 5 6 7

012 345 9800 / 012 345 9801  www.annique.com

SEPTEMBER 2017

Invite five or more friends to your own Annique Pamper 
Party where you can experience and enjoy many of 

Annique’s exciting products in a relaxed atmosphere. An 
experienced Annique Consultant will demonstrate and 

recommend the skincare products that are ideal 
for your skin type.

3 benefits 
of hosting a 
Pamper Party

Pamper Party
Host a FUN Annique

ONLY R79
Save R160

Value R239

3106088
Promoting your business

1

2

3

Potential new Recruits

Hostess Gift
Sun Safety 

Aerosol SPF 30 
125ml

Host a Pamper Party 
in September and buy 
the Sun Safety Aerosol 
SPF 30 125ml for R59 
(non-discountable) with 
purchases of R2 000 or 
more. Limited to five per 
Consultant per month.
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RESTORE

REHYDRATE

REJUVENATE

Reverse time 
while you sleep!

Crème de Nuit, a rich anti-

ageing night cream, enhances 

the skin’s own repair process, 

by providing the necessary 

nutrients that the skin needs 

to heal itself while you sleep.

It contains VNA10+ and lanolin 

for their youth-promoting 

properties.


